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Fig 2: The OCR of Mtb is stimulated by cytochrome BD inhibitors and complex

III/IV inhibitor Q203.

3.Terminal oxidase inhibition
Cytochrome BD (CydBD) inhibitors tested showed either little affect on

OCR or stimulated respiration. Inhibitors that show little effect on OCR,

showed a pronounced increase in OCR upon injection of Q203 suggests

that cytochrome BD contributes to respiration under normoxic conditions,

albeit in reduced capacity compared to Complex III/IV (fig. 2A). In

contrast, where CydBD inhibitors did increase OCR, subsequent

injection of Q203 had a reduced effect (fig. 2B).
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8. Summary
• Inhibition of Complex V, Complex III/IV, and cytochrome BD, but not Complex I stimulates respiration. Compounds that target

Complex III/IV and Complex V increases respiration, which inversely correlate with drug efficacy.

• These findings reveal the plasticity of the Mtb ETC to respond to respiratory inhibition by rerouting electrons between complexes

to maintain viability.

• Each respiratory complex is specifically linked to central metabolism as is evident by a distinct metabolic signature. Upregulation

of methylisocitrate levels by Complex I and Complex IV inhibition establishes an important link between Mtb respiration,

metabolic homeostasis and bacillary killing.

• Testing the efficacy of the respiratory inhibitors in an in vitro granuloma model, BDQ was the only single drug demonstrating a

reduction in CFUs. Importantly, the BDQ + thioridazine combination was significantly more effective in killing Mtb than a

combination of thioridazine + Q203 or BDQ + thioridazine + Q203.

6. Mtb respiratory complexes modulate metabolites

in central metabolism

Fig 7: Inhibition of respiratory complexes leads to distinct perturbations in central

carbon metabolism (A). Metabolites of the TCA cycle, PPP and glycosis show

distinct perturbations depending on complex inhibition (B).

Fig 8: Combinations of respiratory complexes inhibitors modulate the abundance

of select central carbon metabolites and amino acids relative to

untreated (UT).

Various respiratory complexes in the Mtb ETC are distinctly

connected with central metabolism. We exposed Mtb cells to the

most effective inhibitor from each class of inhibitor, alone (fig. 7B) or

in combination (fig. 8), and examined metabolite abundance as

measured by high-resolution UHPLC--MS/MS. Overall, metabolite

levels show distinct signatures indicative that inhibition of the

respective respiratory complexes have diverse effects. Upregulation

of methylisocitrate, which is toxic at elevated levels, is observed

when treating Mtb with complex I and V inhibitors.
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7. in vitro granuloma drug assays

Fig 9: Flow diagram of in vitro granuloma model assay for testing the efficacy of respiratory

inhibitors of Mtb ETC.

Fig 10: CFU assay of drug treated Mtb in an in vitro granuloma model.

Inhibition of both Complex 1 and Complex V lead to the most

effective killing.

We made use of the in vitro granuloma model by infecting human PBMC’s with luminescent Mtb and allow the formation of granulomas in coated

plates (fig. 9). We exposed the infected Mtb cultures to single, double and triple respiratory drug combinations and measured luminescence every

three days, and at day 12 post infection, plated out aliquots for colony-forming units (CFUs) enumeration. The combination of BDQ and thioridazine

resulted in the most effective killing (fig. 10).

4.Inhibition of Complexes I, III

and V

Fig 3: Mtb, when exposed to increasing concentrations of thioridazine, resulted in

nominally elevated OCR levels. Subsequently treating with either a Complex V

inhibitor (A) or a complex III/IV inhibitor (B) we observed a decrease in OCR

at 40 uM thioridazine and above.

We employed the use of an XFe96 to examine the effect Complex I

inhibitor, thioridazine, on Mtb respiration. Exposure resulted in a nominal

increase in OCR relative to the control condition. When subsequently

injecting BDQ (fig. 3A) or Q203 (fig. 3B) second respiration was stimulated

at thioridazine concentrations below 20 uM.

1. Introduction
In this study we examine how inhibition of the protein complexes of the

Mtb electron transport chain affect bioenergetics, metabolome and

respiration. Bedaquiline, an inhibitor of Mtb F0F1 ATP synthase (Complex

V), has been shown to stimulate respiration. In order to investigate the

effect of targeted inhibition of other ETC complexes we exposed Mtb to

inhibitors of Complex I (thioridazine, chlorpromazine), Complex III/V

(Q203 and 9 related derivatives), cytochrome BD (11 inhibitors) and

Complex V (BDQ and 5 squaramides) at a single concentration. The

effect of each inhibitor on Mtb respiration, measured as oxygen

consumption rate (OCR), was determined noninvasively and in real time

using the Agilent Seahorse XF96e. We profiled the metabolic signature

after treatment with each compound using high-performance liquid

chromatography mass spectrometry (UHPLC-MS/MS) and determine

whether the inhibition of either complex I, cytochrome bc1:aa3 oxidase

(III/IV), cytochrome bd oxidase or complex V will rewire central

metabolism. Killing efficacy of the inhibitors were elevated in a in vitro

granuloma model, either as a monotherapy or in combination, in order to

correlate efficacy and respiration.

Fig 5: Squaramides exert a similar effect to that of bedaquiline on respiration.

Inhibition of Complex V stimulates O2 consumption.

Fig 6: Complex III/IV targeting inhibitors triggers an OCR response similar to that

of Q203 (Telecebec). Inhibition of Complex III/IV stimulates respiration.

5. Complexes V or Complex III/IV inhibition increases

respiration.
Squaramides, analogues of BDQ, with low MICs significantly increased mycobacterial OCR (fig. 5). Compounds that target Complex III/IV, e.g. Q203,

increases respiration, which inversely correlate with drug efficacy (fig. 6). A likely explanation is that inhibition of Complex III/IV reroutes electrons to

cytochrome BD oxidase, which in an attempt to establish an energized membrane potential, increases respiration

Measurement of Mtb respiration: The OCR of Mtb were measured using a

XF96 Extracellular Flux Analyser (Seahorse Biosciences). Assays were

carried out in unbuffered 7H9 media without a carbon source. Mtb bacilli

were starved in liquid media, using 7H9 supplemented only with 0.01%

Tyloxapol, for 24 h before being seeded into the XF cell culture microplate

and the start of the experiment. The length of OCR measurements after

ETC-targeting drug addition and the concentration used depended on the

experiment done. The assays concluded with the further addition of 2 mM

CCCP (final concentration) after which OCR was measured for an

additional 21–35 min. All OCR figures indicate the point of each addition as

dotted lines.

Mtb metabolite extraction and relative quantification: Mtb cultures were

grown to an OD600 ~0.6, pelleted and suspended in 7H9 growth media

containing the respective inhibitor or combination of inhibitors. Drug were

added to final concentration equal to that of the minimum inhibitory

concentration (MIC). Cultures were incubated overnight (~16 hrs) at 37 °C

before lyses. Metabolite and amino acid abundance was determined by

analysis of cell lysate by UHPLC-MS/MS. Area under curve (AUC) values

for analytes were normalised to internal standard and protein concentration.

2. Materials and Methods

Fig 1: Schematic of the electron transport chain of Mycobacterium tuberculosis.
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